Naturally occurring motoneuron cell death in rat upper respiratory tract motor nuclei: a histological, fast DiI and immunocytochemical study in the hypoglossal nucleus.
We have previously reported on our investigation of motoneuron cell death (MCD) in the rat nucleus ambiguus (NA). This article focuses on the other major upper respiratory tract motor nucleus: the hypoglossal. The hypoglossal nucleus (XII) contains motoneurons to the tongue and, as such, plays a critical role in defining patterns of respiration, deglutition, and vocalization. Motoneuron counts were made in XII in a developmental series of rats. In addition, the neural tracer fast DiI was used to ensure that all hypoglossal motoneurons had migrated into the nucleus at the time cell death was assessed. Furthermore, an antibody to gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) was used to determine the potential effect of inadvertently counting large interneurons on motoneuron counts. Cell death in XII was shown to occur entirely prenatally with a loss of 35% of cells between embryonic day 16 (E16) and birth. Fast DiI tracings of the prenatal hypoglossal nerve indicated that all motoneurons were present in a well-defined nucleus by E15. Immunocytochemical staining for GABA demonstrated considerably fewer interneurons than motoneurons in XII. These findings in XII, in comparison with those previously reported for NA, demonstrate differences in the timing and amount of cell death between upper respiratory tract motor nuclei. These differences establish periods during which one nucleus may be preferentially insulted by environmental or teratogenic factors. Preferential insults may underlie some of the upper respiratory tract incoordination pathologies seen in the newborn such as the sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS).